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Meaning of woman in English

 ! "

woman
noun

US #  /ˈwʊm.ən /  UK #  /ˈwʊm.ən /

plural women US #  /ˈwɪm.ɪn /  UK #  /ˈwɪm.ɪn /

womankind old-fashioned

womenfolk old-fashioned

A1  [ C ]

an adult female human being:

Tim Robberts/DigitalVision/GettyImages

an adult who lives and identifies as female though they may have been said to have a different sex at birth:

[ C ] informal

a wife or female sexual partner:

[ U ]

women in general:

See also

$ %

She's a really nice woman.•

A woman and two men were arrested the day after the explosion.•

Women first got the vote in Britain in 1918.•

She is Ireland's first woman (= female) president.•

 

$ %

She was the first trans woman elected to a national office.•

mary is a woman who was assigned male at birth.•

$ %

Apparently, Jeff has a new woman.•

$ %

He is writing a book on the representation of woman in medieval art.•

&  More examples

A woman with a clipboard stopped us in the street to ask us some questions.•

Her new film deals with the relationship between a woman and her sick daughter.•

It is an illness which afflicts women more than men.•

In the 1920s, short hair for women became the vogue.•

The painter has managed to capture every nuance of the woman's expression.•
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(Definition of woman from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press)

$  SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases

-woman
suffix

US #  / -wʊm.ən /  UK #  / -wʊm.ən /

used to form nouns describing certain types of women or women with certain jobs:

$ %

an Englishwoman/Frenchwoman•

a chairwoman•

$  SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases

woman  |  INTERMEDIATE ENGLISH

(Definition of woman from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary © Cambridge University Press)

the woman in the street

woman
noun [ C ]

US #  /ˈwʊm·ən /  /ˈwʌm- /
plural women US /ˈwɪm·ən /

Idiom

an adult female human being:

$ %

Our chief of police is a woman, and our mayor is a woman, too.•

She is an active, elderly woman.•

More men than women suffer from high blood pressure.•

Translations of woman

in Chinese (Traditional)

成年女⼦，女⼈, 妻⼦, 情⼈…

See more

in Chinese (Simplified)

成年女子，女人, 妻子, 情人…

See more

in Spanish

mujer, noiva, la mujer…
See more

in Portuguese

mulher, mulher [feminine]…
See more
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Browse

wolfram

wolframite BETA

wolverine

wolves

woman

woman-to-woman

womanhood

womanize

womanized

More meanings of woman

Need a translator?
Get a quick, free translation!

in more languages +

Translator tool--

What is the pronunciation of woman? ..

Test your vocabulary with our fun image quizzes

Image credits

Try a quiz now

&  All

con woman
old woman
one-man
one-woman
anti-woman
fancy woman
other woman

See all meanings

$  Idioms and phrases

 

WORD OF THE DAY

exoplanet
UK  #  /ˈek.səʊˌplæn.ɪt/  US  #  /ˈek.soʊˌplæn.ɪt/
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